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About This Game

The Citadel. Built in 1986 by a lunatic and left undiscovered, decomposing for 30 long years. You are its first victim.

Avoid the broken down, animatronic creatures. Learn to swim in the gravity defying waters and avoid the good old fashioned
lasers, stompers, acid pools and lava. Learn about the Citadel's grim past and defeat the madman behind it all. Collect the keys if

you want to go free!

Citadel 1986 is a retro platform game harking back to the Commodore 64 days. The entire game is set across a single giant
scrolling level, just like the games that inspired me to start coding : )
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This is an amazing shoot'em up. It looks great and always ran incredibly smooth on my old Toshiba laptop, despite the vast
number of enemies and bullets on screen at any given time. The looting and upgrade system is loads of fun and really keeps you
playing. The only con would be that the campaign only took me about 5 hours to beat, but for the price and genre that's
absolutely fine and there is plenty of replayability with different difficulties and a survival mode.

Overall, stunning game 10\/10.. i purchased and downloaded map pack it shows it is in my liberary but have no access to the
map pack. The game is called "SAMOLIOTIK" thats all I know and thats all you know, we both know I was at my house at
8:30pm-10:30 and I WAS NOT, I repeat WAS NOT at walmart where the murder happened, and I do not know about the
murder until police ask me, clear?. Just buy Bejeweled 3 or one of the 7 Wonders games instead.

The most interesting thing this game has going for it is you have alternate modes of play (in which you are still matching gems),
except they're all highly gimmicky. Control the gravity of the board so things fall in another direction until you run out of gems!
Move them around like tiny army men and new pieces fall onto the board at random if you don't make a match! The problem is
they don't have any real draw. There's a no-good scoreboard, nobody you know is playing this for competition, and the game
itself is underwhelming aside from the fact that I'm 99% sure one of the announcer lines is "SPACESHIT!" in the middle of
large combos.

I got this for a dollar and I'm still writing it off, and match-3 games are my CRACK. Don't waste a dollar like I did, there's
probably some costume DLC you want that'll be better spent.. This is why you don't buy a game without looking into it a bit
first. The stupid key doesn't work. Apparently Valve won't do anything about it either. Get yourself together Valve.
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Finally I can uninstall this game now it's all done and finished. Sooooo much content cut from the main game, its stupid. I'v
decided I won't be purchasing any further entries in the series, Tomb Raider 2013 and Rise of The Tomb Raider were quite
great with the latter being the best of the 3 In my opinion. I'v played enough Tomb Raider.

About this DLC, it's quite short (like all of them), exploration and level design isn't amazing and the tomb just leaves me
wishing for more.. If you enjoy Zachtronics games - but are bad at programming then this is the game for you.. Im never really
good at writing reviews but I will try to explain my experience with the game. It does need work of course it is a alpha so that is
understandable. But it is a extremely fun and well made game that is still being worked on. The developers talk with the fans
directly in the discord server and are very down to earth. So as for gameplay its all about paranoia and trying to figure out who
you can trust while you do the objectives around the level. You can play different classes that focus on different perks to mix up
the game which works out very well. Again im not very good at reviews but please give this game a try it needs the players!

Also it has a discord group page for everyone wanting to find games in it! https:\/\/discord.gg\/9GG8tTQ. I was never able to
run this game. I tried it on 3 computers, which met system requirements. Always frozen or CTD. Waste of money.. A great
flight simulator of World War II!
Gameplay
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ISiAsizfPH8. Just finished playing it, and it easily became of my favorites. (it resonated
pretty deeply within me given my passion for art including cinema and my far-left political tendencies). I feel it managed to
strike a great balance between the production\/film and social\/political aspects my only criticism being that it could have used
just a little bit more time for interaction with some characters.

An excellent game overall and handles the atmosphere of the era pretty well, I am glad it does not gloss over its dark side (the
paranoia and persecutions).
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